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ABSTRACT-
The pAential'of research which,uses the data base -

from the National_jongitudihal Study of the High School Class of 1972
(NLS) for affecting federal policlis,discussed. Currently, pocial
science research is rarer,' used/As a basis for polity decisions. a ,

reason for this is ,that social bcientists profess interest in policy ,

issues, yet are naive *in understanding how policy decisions are
formdlated,and in knowing howto report research so that it is

Ipolitically relevant.' -.a report prepared by the `Rand Cbsporalion sees
the NLS data as having/ potential for four stages of policy
forMulation: A11 early warning of-forthcoming problems, (2) issue
exploration, (3) identification of specific pusiblems, and 1(4)
evaluation of. the impacts *of: past policy deciskons: The author
suggests only two stages: the exposition or confirmation of a problem
or-teed that was-previously suspected, and the evaluation of prior
policy decisions or Solutions ,that have begun' to fall into -disrepute:
-Political sophistication and an eavocate/idworsary stance may be the.
fesearchtools of the future for social, scientists. (BV)
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Potelatialsof the NIS Data Base for'Issue-Oriented Analyses'and

and for Influeneing Educational PolicyDeaisioins-
1/

'From the point of/conception-of the National Longitudinal Study; an

,in'virtuUlly all federal reference thereto over the last'six.years;:two

general'anitiatingpurposes have usually been stated. One,has to do with
,A

its potential for providing social scientists with a data resource, beyond the

capability of any one person, department, 'or agency to attain; that may serve

`research interests -of those interested in impact of'education on human

, development. The other has been to provide an _eAlrical basis for determining
. .

r 1/4-

or examining critical issues 4 educational policy at the federal-level. It

("i's_thid latter potential that Will be the', prime 4us-,of this'papef,
M

Relatively' short shrift can be Made'of the question as to the,potential
. ,

- of,the data base for issue oriented analyses. the data collected are, primarily
-

fact arid event centered, with relatively littleemphasis on psychological
, .

, $

constructs; reducing he data mass by fact-qr.-analytic means is generally so `
4 ' .

ina opriAte ehas never been involved except fqr miniscule subsets of'the
.4,1

daug. The data ask essentially the question: given certain prior experienFes

and events, what is the pattern of subsequeny experienced andeVents? The. '

. .

-.faciis le on eduational experience, its
,

natua.lor itraditional concomitants,
-..

.-

and those achieveients and activities in young adult life that serve do attest

the quality of :one's preparation.for life. Criteria for item selection have

focused on the constructs of reliability and ultimate-validity, not on the

Vghtal hygiene construes that have tended to dominate the thinking of
. .

psychologists for the last three decades; the p ersonalittheorfst'anxious

to explore some bold'new model of human development will find little of
'
'4

.
interest, but thema thematicaestatisticiati, or, more impor)tantl'Y with regard' -

to our topical Concern, the social'etonoilst and'sociologist, will find much
.

., .

gOst for their mills. The essential design strategy is that of the spnsus-
. 1

.,by-sampiing or population survey, not that of hyloothesis spedification and ,

establishment of controls and 1ndependent/dependent variable setd. Thus, the

focus of,the NLS-is on what happens to a current generatioh of young people of

various baskW44adtiAl chiracteriitiCs and educational experiences.. The obvious

1/'
'paper presented as part of a symposium at the 1976 annual meeting, of

the American.PsYchologieal Association. in Washington, D. C.
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issues, that may be explored become ones such as: who receives financial aid

-and who does,not, and is this associated.with increased access_tOkand persist ence

in higher education; what factors,and conditions seem to, moderate the'evolution

_and attainment! of career Objectives; what barriers' appear texist to entry into

productive employment; what -are the consequences of early parenthood?

The focus of,the present 'Ape
r

will ritit
(

be on an inventory and prioritizing

of such issues., For the sake of argument if nothing else, It would seem that

issue-oriented research must begin with the identification of a particular

issue; then one would specify certain kinds ordata as relevant to that issue;

and finally, one would collect that data and note its implidations for

refining or-resolving the issue. In the2present -situation, one would best'

ask. what specific issues did the NLS formulators have, in mind, at second
1rbest, what issues could be illutainated by the particular dataavailible?

The answer to the first `question is probably that the NLS origin was best

characterized by an exp- ience of housekeeping educational data 'collection

for audit and descriptive po'ses, where the priMe considerations in item

prescription are what kinds o data are readily available that Can be

consistently and reliably report 'by a variety of individuals and inStitutions.

A god answer to our second best9 lternative, which is what issues'do the

data suggest,.lies in either an inventoryof borne fifty or one hundold NLS

',..audies now-reported or.in.progrew, or the formal .and deliberate inventory

er-produced undcontract foethet pVpose ty Rand.?'

The 'more basic qdeition to be addressed briefly in this paper is: -what

potentiar^can research with the NLS data have for affeEtingfederal policy?
,40

What can research psychologists or other social scientists using the NLS

(ors any other similar data base) do to assure'that policy issues are-examined

(or that policy issue ramifications of findings are explicitly stated)?
. " o

And,_ what does th4 experience thus far, in thisland-other federally-supported

studies, suggest may be critical if there is any, exploitation of the NLS A

to the purpose' of determining policy issues. or examining and refining. federal
.

educational pOlicy? 1-\

As psychplOgists, mose!Oeus start such,an examination haii;ered by the

handicaps that are attested by.a rather remarkable lack of success in the
.

past in influencing policy decisions, or with some initial maiVetg in knowing,

2/

A
7.

CarrolL
411P._

'E. P.,A.fNLS: An Agenda fair Policy Research.
(Bulletin RO1964-HEW). Rand: Santa Monivd:Xalifornia,-June 1976.
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when, why; and.how ',eve scored. A recent highly relevant study by Caplan,

Morrison, and Stambaugh i at Michigan's Institute for Social Research asked

_204 persons holding imPortAnt positions in the executive branch of-the gover n:-

ment aboht their awareness and utilizftion of sociallsciencatknowledge in

polity relevant situations. They found that-although the.respondents generally

exhibited afvery.pOsitive attitude toward the social sciences in general,

utilization of social science data was generally'restricted'to' n-houge

studies the Agency itselfconducted (51 percent of research Cited) br to
V 4.

N

Studies the'agency, contracted (35 percent of research cited) or that was

- contracted by .other federal agencis (6 percent). That leaves 'ft percent

\---->) that psychologists, sdciologists, economists, and other social Iciehtists

- large-and 'on:fettered by'federal contractMay divide up the prime credit

foi. .,yhey also concluded that only rarely is policy formulatiod determined

by-a "point by point reliance on empirically'grounded data," and that
4 . . /

"politicalimPlications of. research findings appear to oierride any other

'consideration in determining utilization (of.research in policy fotmulation):"

Caplap and his oolfeagues offer some evidence and some speculation as

to why more respect for than utilization of research exi/ts. Interest'In a.

government career, as opposed to plans to move on (perhaps back to the

university), was nkgativellrelated to dtilization, as was.an "advocacy

orientation" or prime focushh the political.exigencies, an arena where.

most respondents judged social scientistsaive. They conclude--that I doubt

that the policymakers would disagree--that there are basic differences in

the petspectives oLsocial scientists and policydakers. We-must recognize

also that it is acceptable for policymakers to naive in social silence
,

research procedures; it is not acceptable for social scientists to be naive

in the policy-implications of their research.

The federal policyma , not unlike public college presidents looking
. 1.1

tor ways to buiid and maint n their institutions with tax &Alai" may look

social sciende research only for evidence-that can nupPort preconceived

, -solutions to preestabliShad t,,..gsbeg that have preexisting cciterie's of advocates,
4

and adversaries; and this reliancemay occur, if commissioned res.earch is

3/
Caplan, N., Morrison, Andrea, and Stambaugh,"R. J. The Use of Social

Science Knowledge in Policy DetiSiolft* at the National Level. Anh Arbof, Mich.:
InsZitute for Social Research, 1975.
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.to'be involved, only if the can be Iellably expected to support

the desired solution. Suq an attitude is diametrically opposed to the

!;ssfe value orientation of the researcheror at least, to a value the

researcher must profess (or delude-himself into be ieving) to remain a member

in good standing of one of the]better tribes.
--r-.

Thus:. differences between social science researchers on the one hand,

ind'federal policymakers on the other (and the political constrictions to

which policymakers must be responsive and which the researcher cannot permit.

to control, his findings without vtolatag his Jamesonian.Oath),-6,Ay be so large

that'we should forget about policy impact of NLS and go back to our

*inVentory. of,research priorities 'of the social science rather than, the

federal cotmunity. Before we abandon the prospect, however-,- two other
. .

suppositioni should be stated.

Qne reason for the apparent current state of affairs with us (as with

other similar efforts) Is that while we social scientists profess interest

in. policy issues our actual public is usually other social scientists. We

-narrow our focus to arenas' we know and can control-a-our co4leagues and our

journal editors

data to,support

Readers' Digest

Green! We are
aag

are not sophi

. And most of us feel that joining a politician lookipg for

his objeetiveo,rants just above publishing routinely in.the

. We can take on Jensen., but heaven protectus from Edith

not only non-responsiv te to political realities, but also we

icated in how policy decisions are formulated nor in identifying

the ker characters Ond'inter7relationships amonli those in the 'seats of power.

Second --and this may be the most critical and relevant tuppositton--we

may be'terribly naive in knowirig how to cast our research--or report it--:

so that it is policS, relevant. Everyone must, accept vsArcti as relevar
. .

and reputable, so why go any fart,her--tty not conduct ancOpubl$01 it (with

executive.summary,of no more than five pages it if is faderally.supported)

and, go on to the next grant or contract?
, I ,

.,The Rand report- - -from a gioup t4t is strongin'so-called pOlicy

studisisprefacks the inventory of policy issue priorities. for study through

the NLS data base with tie starement.that policy-relevant uses of research

include (a).the transfo Lion of diffuse and ill-defined social,objectives;
,

. , . .

' (b) the diagnosis of tat ,sips in the attainment o.fobjectives, and (c) the
. .

identification. of fusible courses of public action and the evaltiipn of

4/
Carroll and MarrisPniea. cit.
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probable nsequences of these alternatives. They further see NLS.,-data as

Ding potential for four postulated stages of policy formulation-4(a) -the

early warning stage, .where some phenomenon or (change signals forthcoming

problems on on which the government may need tp act; (b) the issue exploration

, stage, There the' exiatanci of the problem'is.recognized but correction,
-

)k_
. strateglek are Uncertain; (c), the problem identificationatage, where issues

are translated into specific problems amenable to research; and (d) the

evaluation stage, where impacts of policy or particular operdtional applications

are assessed, These lormulaiions, I suggest, are more obviously thote the social

scientist- would use to point qut the applicability or.research to poll,cy, than

thy are what the policy maker would use. He has to stress relevance, doesn't

he?

I should likp to offer' a simpler formulation that, as a social' scientist,

I can justify on two possible bases, They first isgehat I believe this simpler
.

formulation is a rather clear and obvious .conclusion from a historical

review of what gets identified as a federal policy issue; tAlksecondjts that

having been unsuccessful (to my knowledge) in three decade. s of contract research
. 4

in affecting any policy decisions, while believing in such foymulatiOns (or

rationalizations) as the Rand report-provides, I must regress to a more

simplistic and primitive explanation.

As a working hypothesis;, I should like to suggest that policy issues
A

are neither conceived norborn out of our research-attested successes in

educational practice,.but from more pervasive suspicion or 41.1iscovery.

that some grievouS problem or inequity affecting same or all members of our

society exist. This maymeah that our esearch.has an easier utility for

policy application when it exposes (or more likely, confirms) the existance

of a problem or need. Second, but less likely, there may be policy and issue

ipplication when research can examine, in an evaluation context, some prior

policy driven solutions t t are beginningto fall into disrepute but retain'

some powerfUladvocates. ,/

Another notion that'laybe.useful to consider because it may be central

and yet but dimly perceived by psychologists now that thete are so many.
of 'us: that is', federal policy in education is operationalized primarily by

investmentof large aptunts of'money; oin some cases where two sub - populations

are differentially affected by prior investment; federal policy may be
f

expressed by the law. It is the former.more frequent interest-where we

may more likely be effective (though some of the more bold among.us are

interacting with.the law); but, we need to be aware that while we are

7
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agitating about suchmatters as the distinction between association,or

relaiignship causality;.the policymaker is concerned perhalis with

investing anl certainly with spending millioas oKbillion of dollars

-on'a causal Munch. The advocates anda423xsarieS out in the general public

will most of us reside are interested in getting money. the supposition,

that policy is actualizqd-through investment that will Vice place with us
a

or without usor with good social scientists or poor ones--may mean

we have to accept a respc*sibilit7 beyond our 'usual adherence to good

scientific practice. , /

All of thi4 has, if applicable, a'major consequence for the successful

exploitation of, the NLS data.baseto.issue elaboration 'and impact on policy

formulation. That is: to the extent social problems or inequities can be

exposed by the data,,and.the degree to which the topical areas areelready

I, a part of the current eduCational acts and amendments, we may be successful.

Also: we maybe successful to the extent that federal dollars are ready

for in4eatment in something in which we can believe,. or when a particular

investment has attracted powerful adversaries. I assume for these and other

reasons related to the structure and content of the data base thaifthe NLS

data will not prove particularly useful for testing impact of federal

policy initiated soluticSs, where research, if it is to provide any data of

direct relevance, must be designefl. with the prOblem in mind. For example:

we can identify among our 23,000 individuals those who participated in the

federally supported intqrventidn.programs of Upward Bound or Talent Search

and those of similar SES, race, and'ability who did not; we d'an't test(

impact by later performance and persistance because even with-ovIrsampling

the eligible population we have 'less than 200 participants, Whose behavior

other experimental designs have_shown is moderated by sex, race, SES, and

receil.ting institution.

TheISR survey suggested that research will more likely be'ptilized

I-
in federal policy formulation if the federal agency involved conducts the

research in-house or through its own contracts. 'What arethe implications

for LACES? The enabling legislation--
5/

under which the NLS custodian, the'

National Center for Eduqation Statistics, currently operates specifies

5/
The Educational Amendments of 1974.
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1), ? Collect, and, from time to.'time, report.fullrand co?plete statitic44
.,

._. A. -%

on the condiiion,of education in the United States .-
, ._

2) 'Conduct and publish reports on 4ecialized ana,es of'the meaning

. and-significance of such Statistics"; ., 1

3) Assist'state and local educational.agencies in improving'and automating

r--

IP

\ ,.

their statistical and data.collection actiyi ties; and
...

, 4) Reviewland report on educational activities in foreign countries.
.

c.

In discussing the enabling,legislation, tIr first/Condition of Education

report , explicitly states:

4,

A number of ,one -time studies and surveys to meet timmediate4needs
for information to support policy determination are required,'as
well as continuing.activildes such as the Consortium of Federal

so,

Agencies. i
.

'NUS plays an important facilitating role in the development of
eduCation policy. It provides information for planning,
program velopment, and administration for Federal, State,
local, a d institutional detisiowakers. It also provides
educational data to the general public and to researchers and
industry. As the primary source of statistical data for lk
Federal policymailers, NCES musprovide accurate statistical
information accessible and useful to_those who need

It may be, of course, that NCES willlbe successful "facilitating the

development of educational policy" 0(1) to the extent it may commit itself to

in -house research, leaving the out-of-hduse social scientists to their own

devices, and (2) to the extent it may attract a staff--even a constantly

trapsient One--of reputable social scientists who can spend time designing

studies and analyzingdsta, and who can survive wit digniilkIn the political

context. Even here, I Suspectil, the key to policy ielevance'and impact will

le' in in the degree to which the data base eXcoses problems or inequities Of

'the educationally treatable human condition and where there are already

pressures building for federal financial investment for a particular
*

purpoSe.
1

.
..

7/
But as social' scientists we Cannot el4n'with a unfettered six percent--

, .

.pieoe of the,policy action, leave N1,8 and policy relevant research to that as

other agencies a4one. What dojo do? %he advent of,ithe computer placed
t .

N..... .

6,/
%

National Center for Education *Statistics. The Condition of Education.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. dovernment Printing Office, 1975. p. 208.

21. May be that only six,percenf-Of

.4/

ur work suppo51 'perconceived issues.

air
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many of in the pohtion'of having to' learn new.tooljtills,to.keep up.

T)ze_curren federal investment in research; -and the problems NCES max-still

have if all it can do in its politidhi cliinate is to affirmblrecognized

yieibs-rather Zgan to discover new ones, or tq; contrieve to collect

statistics rather than to do research, lay mean that the'more egact .

knowledge of how policy is formulated becomes a tool and signals a competency

that psychologists must acquire% We may also need to modify some of the

very basic underlying assuMptiens that serve as the'research psychologist's

manifesto. Which takes us back to the question: cad we adopt n advocate!,

Adversary stance?

Over aidecade ago, Harold Pepinsky speculated that even in
-
the social

stientist approaches any research with a bias, and rather thandetude

himself that his methods protect him from letting that bias infSst this

conclusion he should state his bia4t at the outset, so that he and his

colleagues would apt be misled by.the degree to which he utilized such

niceties as control groups, before/after measures, etc., that can be

affected in subtle ways by the bias. Perhaps we are not at the odds we

fiave'imagined with the policymaker who dwells in thegadvcate/adversaqr

system. Can we live with ourselves and our colleagues if we takeup a .

k
positien in step. with current 13olit1 lOissues, and like counsel for the

0 / -

plantiff, attempt to build a case so sufficient that any other researcher/

(counsel for the defehdent) cannot refute it? Our bialys as researchers' as to

scan's persistent problems and as to the proper solutions pf those problems

come from the experience of socialscientists, and our experience. Now all

we have to worryabout is how much longer with this new attitude experience

will be-an adequate guide.'

.,w
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